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BROOKLYN JAZZ UNDERGROUND RECORDS ANNOUNCES
DEBUT RELEASE FROM NEW YORK BASSIST, NOAH GARABEDIAN

STREET DATE: AUGUST 26, 2014
"Noah is a positively organic bass player, an
incredible artist . . ."
- The SF Chronicle

In demand sideman, bassist/composer Noah Garabedian, who has worked
with the likes of Ravi Coltrane, Josh Roseman, Ralph Alessi, Andrew
D'Angelo, Myron Walden, Nir Felder, Julian Waterfall Pollack and The
Amigos Band, is happy to announce his debut recording as a leader, Big
Butter And The Egg Men, featuring his sextet of the same name.

The instrumentation of Garabedian's band was inspired by a prolonged
Louis Armstrong phase, coupled with the bassist listening extensively to
ALBUM RELEASE SHOW:
Henry Threadgill's bands Zooid, and Very Very Circus (several of the
9/3/14 - Cornerlia Street Cafe - New York, NY
tracks on the album also reveal Garabedian's love for Bach, and Baroque
music in general). He elaborated, "I wanted to create a band where the
TRACK LISTING:
musicians could all comp for each other, without a traditional chordal
1. Gladstone
2. Romping
instrument, and having a band that can potentially go from being an entire
3. Also A Gladstone
sextet improvising together, to a small duo or trio, was a very exciting
4. Hippie Havoc
prospect for me." Garabedian aimed to compose music that provide a
5. Once We Saw A Blimp
spring board for the improvisers, and that would have a more natural
6. Opposite Field Power
transition between the composed passages and the improvised sections. He
7. Measurements
explains, "rather than writing in a conventional jazz structures (such as the
http://noahgarabedian.com
blues, or AABA forms, etc), I wanted to experiment with several different
http://bjurecords.com
melodies in a piece, different improvising sections throughout the compoFor high resolution photos and more informa- sition, and a variety of textures within each song."
tion visit:
http://bjurecords.com/noah-garabedian

The Big Butter And the Egg Men Sextet, featuring Garabedian on bass
with Kyle Wilson (tenor sax), Anna Webber (tenor sax), Curtis MacDonald (alto sax), Kenny Warren (trumpet) and Evan Hughes (drums), is made
up of musicians who are also friends who have been making music
together for a long time. Just to cite one example, Garabedian, now based
in Brooklyn, and drummer Evan Hughes (both from Berkeley, CA) have
known each other since they were teenagers. "Having that band quality is
very important to me, especially in an age where so few steady working
bands exist. The trust I have in the musicians is something that I value
greatly; not only can I rely on them to perform my music at a high level,
but I also welcome their input while we are work-shopping new compositions," said Garabedian.
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